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We argue that, although labeled deduction can be quite costly in general,
the complexity of keeping track of the label constraints built to encode the
structure of the proofs does not necessarily render the strategy impractical.
The point is illustrated with LLKE, a tableaux system for specification and
test of categorial grammars. The paper presents and discusses the applica-
tion of theorem proving in labeled analytic tableaux to natural language
processing (NLP), describes algorithms and rules for tableau generation,
introduces a new label-checking strategy, and identifies places where the
complexity of the task can be tamed. ] 2000 Academic Press
1. BACKGROUND
The assumption that Smullyan-style tableau systems are adequate for automated
deduction has been challenged [5] recently on the basis that tableaux, as well as
cut-free Gentzen systems, exhibit three anomalies: (1) they fail to reflect the prin-
ciple of bivalence (whose counterpart in Gentzen systems is the cut rule), (2) they
are computationally expensive (not even being able to p-simulate truth-tables!), (3)
they do not allow for nesting of subproofs (lemmas), thus leaving little room for
heuristics which could mitigate computational complexity. In order to address these
problems, [5] proposes a system, KE, where the tableau ; (tree-branching) rules
are replaced by linear rules plus a single branching one: a surgical cut. KE has been
shown to be complete, more efficient than propositional tableaux, and more
amenable to the implementation of heuristics. In [4] a system is presented which
combines KE and labeled deduction into a generalized strategy for theorem proving
in substructural logics (LKE). In automatic theorem proving, however, generality
often comes at the expense of efficiency. Despite LKE being based on a system
which outperforms tableaux, the complexity of the bookkeeping task in the labeling
algebra renders the gains on the underlying system practically irrelevant overall.
From a practical viewpoint, implementing a generalized system would be justified
in cases where: (a) generality and flexibility are central to the application, (b) the
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system can be constrained so as to keep the labelling algebra within a manageable
size, and (c) heuristics incorporating domain knowledge can be added without
compromising on coverage. In what follows we argue that categorial grammar
(CG) specification and parsing is one such case and that a LKE-like system may
offer advantages if compared with systems which use labeled sequent rules [13] and
proof nets [14]. The analysis is based on our implementation of a theorem prover
for a range of categorial calculi: LLKE [11].
The requirement of generality is noticeable in the variety of calculi proposed for
CG, starting with Lambek’s L and NL (the nonassociative version of L) up to the
calculi with structural modalities via van Benthem’s LP, LPE, LPC, and LPCE
(which combine the structural rules of permutation, expansion, and contraction with L
in order to address specific linguistic phenomena). The linguist, our user, needs to
experiment with different properties and grammars and our view is that he or she should
be able to do so without having to modify the lexicon or implement a different parser
each time. Moreover, as pointed out in [14], strategies such as proof nets do not suffice
for dealing with built-in modalities and nonassociativity. Labeling can be (and has been)
used in these cases in order to obtain unformity and wide coverage.
Points (b) and (c) require analyzing the way in which the main modules of
LLKE (and of [13] and [14])the syntactic module (comprised by the rules
which expand the derivation) and the labeling module (which deals with structural
properties)interact. In categorial grammar one ascribes lexical entries (words) to
types which describe their function. Types can be primitivee.g., N (noun)or
compound from primitives through the operators: , ", and v. Parsing thus
corresponds to determining whether types joined by v yield a given type. The
residuation operators " and  are forms of implication; v is a form of conjunction.
So, both tableau and Gentzen rules for them resemble the ones for classical connec-
tives, except for the structural devices. Ignoring structural properties for the
moment, a tableau (;) expansion for a list [T : NPS, T : S] would generate two
branches: [T : NPS, T : S, T : S] and [T : NPS, F : NP, T : S]. In LLKE, the
rules for ;-formulae do not split the derivation tree. For instance, a rule for  says:
for any A, B, if both T : AB and T : B occur in a list (branch), then add T : A to the
list. Let us call such rules _-rules. Completely expanded branches are achieved by
branching the tree with pairs of the form T : A and F : A. If we restrict A to subfor-
mulae in the derivation, we guarantee termination.
In refutation systems such as tableaux and LLKE the labels build up constraints
which are checked whenever a possible closure arises. It is there that LLKE might
present advantages. Labeling the expansions above we see that if T : NPS has a
label a, the formulae resulting from it by %-expansion would be labeled T : S : x and
F : NP : a b x, where x is a label variable and b is the algebraic counterpart of v. The
labeling in LLKE after expansion would be [T : NPS : a, T : S : b, T : NP : a b b]. In
solving the constraints, therefore, a branching derivation would require unification
(which in the associative case means expensive worst cases) whereas (surgical-)cut-
free LLKE derivations would generate only ground reductions. Unfortunately, not all
LLKE derivations are cut-free. We will show, however, that for some calculi (such as
NL), linear rules suffice to produce complete expansions and that if associativity is
treated at the syntactic level, the theorems of L can be derived without introducing
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any branching. Moreover, at the label-checking level, there are straightforward pro-
cedures that optimize the task, even if variables must be introduced.
In what follows we will present algorithms for tableau expansion which are com-
pletely general across the mentioned CG calculi along with their label-checking
strategy, indicating spots where heuristics based on linguistic knowledgewidely
studied from a theoretical perspective but neglected in most systems that implement
categorial deductioncan be plugged in. We thus hope to illustrate that there are
cases in which a necessary level of generality can be bought at a reasonable price.
2. SUBSTRUCTURAL LOGICS IN COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS
According to the advocates of the use of categorial logics in NLP, these logics
have the following virtues: transparent syntaxsemantics interface (via Curry
Howard correspondence), extensively studied mathematical properties, and, from a
linguistic point of view, the possibilities they offer for characterizing a flexible
notion of constituency which has been found useful in the development of theories
of coordination and incremental interpretation. This section presents a brief intro-
duction to CG and the linguistic phenomena that motivated it. There are many dis-
cussions on this in the literature. We could not aim to be comprehensive here. The
examples below were included to motivate the use of substructural variants of L,
and we refer the reader to [11] and especially [12] for further, better discussed
motivations.
The set of well-formed types which we will use, C, is the closure of the set of
primitive types under the following rule: If X # C and Y # C, then XY, X"Y and
X vY # C. Operators on syntactic types are called functors and the elements they
combine with (the elements appearing under the division bars) are called
arguments. For instance, an NP (a noun phrase such as John) could combine with
a type NP"S (a verb such as sleeps), yielding the sentence S: John sleeps. This
will be represented by NP vNP"S |&S, where |& stands for syntactic entailment,
which will vary according to the characteristics of the logic being used. Our goal
is to define a procedure which will enable us to verify, given an entailment relation,
whether or not the relation holds for the particular categorial system being con-
sidered. For the Lambek calculus, L, the behavior of |& can be described by the
following Gentzen sequent rules (where Greek letters denote sequences of types, 1
and 2 being required to be nonempty, and commas denote type juxtaposition):
(R)
2, A |&B
2 |&BA
(L)
1 |&C 9, A, 8 |&B
9, AC, 1, 8 |&B
(R")
A, 2 |&B
2 |&A"B
(L")
1 |&C 9, A, 8 |&B
9, 1, C"A, 8 |&B
(1)
(Lv)
9, A, C, 8 |&B
9, A vC, 8 |&B
(Rv)
2 |&A 1 |&C
2, 1 |&A vC
(CUT)
1 |&A 9, A, 8 |&C
9, 1, 8 |&C
(Id)
A |&A
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Semantically, as presented in [10], these operators correspond to the operations of
right division (), left division ("), and multiplication (v) on the subsets of a semi-
group M, where:
(2) A vB=[x v y # M | x # A7 y # B]
(3) CB=[x # M | \y # B x v y # C]
(4) A"C=[ y # M | \x # A x v y # C]
If M is a nonassociative grupoid instead of a semigroup (i.e., (A vB) vC=
A v (B vC ) does not hold), then we get the calculus NL. This corresponds to adding
brackets to the sequents above.
Recently, it has been argued that some structural control over type resources is
necessary in order to cope with linguistic phenomena such as heavy NP-shift, gap-
ping, and right dislocation. Roughly, the first involves cases where changes in the
usual order of the syntactic types do not affect grammaticality, as in John gave to
his nephew all the old comic books which he’d collected in his troubled
adolescence. The second occurs in sentences like John promised Mary to stop
smoking and Fred (promised) Sue (to stop smoking), where the types in brack-
ets can be interpreted as resources not being used. And the third, exemplified by He
considers (them) incompetent, (these new candidates . . .), can be seen as cases
where resources get reused. It has been suggested that these phenomena can be
dealt with at the logical level by the following structural rules:
(P)
8, A, B, 9 |&C
8, B, A, 9 |&C
(C )
8, A, A, 9 |&B
8, A, 9 |&B
(E )
8, A, 9 |&B
8, A, A, 9 |&B
.
Different combinations of these rules with L and NL yield stronger calculi: LP,
LPC, LPE, and LPCE and their nonassociative counterparts. Furthermore, finer
grained structural control can be achieved either by introducing structural
modalities or defining several versions of (right and left) division and multiplication
with varying degrees of resource sensitivity. Cut-elimination results exist for these
calculi (starting with Lambek’s [9]), and completeness with respect to van
Benthem’s relational semantics for the fragments of linear logic obtained by extend-
ing L via (P), (E ), and (C ) has been proved in [1].
3. SUBSTRUCTURAL THEOREM PROVING
In this section we describe the theorem proving framework for categorial deduc-
tion. We start by setting up the basic ideas informally. Then we move on to the
theorem proving strategy, presenting the main tableau expansion algorithms as well
as the algebraic apparatus used to characterize different calculi. We shall concen-
trate first on explaining LLKE, and later on discussing how heuristics might be
added to it, and comparisons with other methods. The usual completeness and
soundness results (with respect to the algebraic semantics provided) can be easily
adapted from the ones given in [4], so we will not discuss them here.
Usually, expanding a tableau corresponds to building a counter-model for the
negation of a formula which we want to prove. Counter-models are tree structures
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whose branches must all be closed. The condition for a branch to be considered
closed in a standard tableau is that both a formula and its negation occur on it.
Since the calculi defined above present no negation, we have to appeal to some
extrinsic mechanism to express contradiction. In the nonuniform systems described
in [7], all formulae occurring on a derivation are preceeded by signs: either T or
F. For instance, suppose that we wish to prove A O A in classical logic. We start
by assuming that the formula is ‘‘false,’’ prefixing it by F, and try to find a refuta-
tion for F A O A. For this to be the case both T A (the antecedent) and F A (the
consequent) have to be the case, yielding a contradiction. In classical logic we can
interpret T and F as assertion and denial, respectively; hence we can interpret F as
negation, obtaining a uniform notation and eliminating the need for signed for-
mulae. In our approach, since negation is not defined in the language, we shall
make use of signed formulae as proof theoretic devices. T and F will be used to
indicate whether or not a certain string is available for combination in the tableau
to produce a new string.
If we restrict the system to dealing with signed formulae, we get a proof method
for an implicational fragment of standard propositional logic enriched with back-
ward implication and conjunction. However, we have seen that the Lambek
calculus does not exhibit any of the structural properties of standard logic and that
different calculi may be obtained allowing different structural rules. Therefore, we
need a mechanism for keeping track of the structure of our proofs. This mechanism
is provided by labeling each formula in the derivation with information tokens. This
technique has been motivated proof-theoretically in Gabbay’s LDSs [8] and
semantically in Barwise’s channel theory [2].
Labels will act not only as mechanisms for encoding the structure of the proof,
from a proof-theoretic perspective, but will also serve as means to propagate
semantic information through the derivation. A label can be seen as an information
token supporting the information conveyed by the signaled formula that it labels.
Tokens may convey different degrees of informativeness, so we shall assume that
they are ordered by an antisymmetric, reflexive, and transitive relation, C=, so that
an expression like x C= y asserts that y is at least as informative as x (i.e., it verifies
at least as many sentences as x). We also assume that this semantic relation,
‘‘verifies,’’ is closed under deducibility (i.e., if a verifies A and A |&B then a verifies B).
It is natural to suppose that, as well as syntactic types, information tokens can
be combined. We have seen that a type SNP can combine with a type NP to
produce an S. If we assume that there are tokens x and y verifying respectively
SNP and NP, how would we represent the token that verifies S? In order to
answer this question we define a token composition operation, b . Then, we assume
that, a priori, the order in which types appear in the string matters. So, a minimal
information token verifying S would be x b y. As we shall see below, the constraints
we impose on b will ultimately determine which inferences will be licenced. For
instance, if we assume that the order in which the types occur is not relevant, then
we may allow permutation on the operands, so that x b y C= y b x; if we assume that
contraction is a structural property of the calculus then strings such as [SNP, NP,
NP] will also yield an S, since y b y C= y, etc. Let us formalize these notions by
defining an algebraic structure, called on information frame.
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Definition 1. An information frame is a structure L=(P, b, 1, C=) , where (i)
P is a nonempty set of information tokens; (ii) P is a complete lattice under C=;
(iii) b is an order-preserving, binary operation on P which satisfies continuity, i.e.,
for every directed family [zi],  [zi b x]= [zi] b x and  [x b zi]=x b  [zi]; and
(iv) 1 is an identity element in P.
Combinations of types in derivations are accounted for in the labeling algebra by
the composition operator. Now, we need to define an algebraic counterpart for the
decomposition of types joined by the multiplication operator, v. When a formula
like SNP vNP is verified by a token x, this is because its components were
available for combination and consequently were verified by other tokens. Now,
suppose SNP was verified by a token, say a. What would be the appropriate token
for NP, such that SNP combined with NP would be verified by x? It certainly
could not be more informative than x. Moreover, if the expression SNP vNP were
to stand for the composition of the (informational) meanings of its components,
then the label for NP would have to verify, when combined with a, at most as much
information as x. In order to express this, we define the label for NP as the greatest
y s.t. x is at least as informative as a combined with y. This token will be represented
by xea. In general, xey =def  [z | y b z C=x]. An analogous operation, Z, is
defined to cope with cases in which it is necessary to find the appropriate label for
the first operand by reversing the order of the tokens. Both operators are forms of
algebraic division and we use arrows to differentiate them from their syntactic
counterparts. Here are some properties of e (with analogous properties holding
for Z):
y b (xey) C=x (5) 1 C=xex (6)
(xey) b z C=(x b z)ey (7) (xey)ez C=( y b z) (8)
Given the set of tokens P=[a, b, c, ...] and V=[x, y, z, ...], a set of label
variables, we define our language of label expressions, L*, as the closure of P _ V
under label operators b, e, and Z. It is also convenient to distinguish P*, the
variable-free label expressions, and V*=L*&P*. We now define the components
of a derivation as follows:
Definition 2. The set of signed labeled formulae (SLF ) is the set of expressions,
slf ’s, of the form S Type : L, where S # [T, F], Type # C, and L # L. We also define
the functions s: SLF  [T, F], t : SLF  C, and l : SLF  L* to denote the com-
ponents of a SLF.
A derivation, or proof, will be a tree structure built according to certain syntactic
rules. These rules will be called expansion rules, since their application will
invariably expand the tree structure. There are three sorts of expansion rules: those
which expand the tree by generating two formulae from a single one occurring pre-
viously in the derivation, those which expand the tree by combining two formulae
into a third one which is then added to the tree, and the branching rule. The first
kind of rule corresponds to what is called :-rule in Smullyan tableaux; these rules
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TABLE 1
Tableau Expansion Rules
will be called :-rules here as well. The second and third kinds have no corre-
spondent in standard tableau systems. We shall refer to the second kind as _-rules,
and to the branching rule as a %-rule.2 Table 1 summarizes the expansion rules to
be employed by the systemnotice that a, b are informations tokens, n is a new
label (i.e., a label not occuring previously in the derivation) and x is a label
variable. A deduction bar says that if the formula(e) appearing above it occurs
in the tree, then the formula(e) below it should be added to the tableau. The rules
are easily interpreted according to the intuitions ascribed above to signs, formulae,
and information tokens. A rule like :(i) , for example, says that if A"B is not
available for combination and x verifies such information, then this is because there
is an A available at some token a, but the combination of a and x (notice that the
order is relevant) fails to make B available in the proof. Given the expansion rules,
the definition of the main data structure to be manipulated by the parsing algo-
rithm is straightforward: a derivation tree, T, is simply a binary tree built from a
given set of formulae by applying the rules. The algorithm’s termination depends on
the notions of completion along with (branch and tree) closure. It can be readily
seen in Table 1 that for a finite set of formulae, the number of times : rules can be
applied increasing the number of slf ’s (nodes) in T is finite. Unbounded applica-
tion of _ and %, however, might expand the tree indefinitely. In order to ensure ter-
mination some restrictions must be placed. We shall discuss them below, after we
have defined the unrestricted procedures for : and _ expansion of the tableau.
The first step toward building a counter-model for the denial of a formula to be
proved is the search for a tree containing potential contradictions. Whether or not
a potentially closed tree is a counter-model for the formula will depend ultimately
upon the constraints on the labelling algebra. The notion of closure defined below
is employed by the tableau expansion algorithms.
Definition 3 (Branch and tree closure). A branch (list of formulae) is closed
with respect to the labeling algebra iff it contains slf ’s of the form T X : x and
F X : ylet us call these slf ’s a closure pairwhere x C= y. Likewise, a tree is closed
iff it contains only closed branches.
Now we are ready to define an algorithm for expanding linearly the derivation
tree. For efficiency reasons nonbranching rules will be exhaustively applied before
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2 Although this rule is a tableau-branching one, we prefer to call it %-rule, instead of ;, in order to
avoid confusion with ; rules in Smullyan-style tableaux.
we move on to employing %-rules. Definition 4 presents the basic procedure for
generating linear expansion for a branch. The complete LLKE algorithm, Defini-
tion 7, which uses the procedure below, will be presented after we have discussed
tableau closure from the information frame perspective.
Definition 4 (Algorithm: Linear Expansion). Given T, a LLKE tableau
structure, we define the procedures:3
:-expansion(T)
1 do formula o head[T]
2 while formula 7cclosed(T)
3 do if :1-type(formula)
4 then do :2 o generate-new-label(:2) fassign new label to :2
5 :3 o combine-labels(:1 , :2 , :3)
fcombine :1 and :2 labels into :3
6 T o append(T, [:2 , :3])
fadd subformulas to the original list
7 do formula o next[T]
8 return T
linear-expansion(T)
1 do T o :-expansion(T)
2 formula o head[T]
3 while formula 7cclosed(T)
4 do setaux o <
5 do if _1-type(formula)
6 then do setaux o search(T, _2) fsetaux is a set of _2-slf ’s
7 else do if _2-type(formula)
8 then do setaux o search(T, _1) fsetaux is a set of _1-slf ’s
9 do if setaux{<
10 then do _3-set o combine-_(formula, setaux)
f_3 -set results of combining formula to each element of setaux
11 _3-expansion o :-expansion(_3 -set)
12 T o append(T, _3 -expansion)
13 do formula o next[T]
14 return T
We have seen above that the labels are means to propagate information about the
formulae through the derivation tree. From a semantic viewpoint, the calculi
addressed in this paper are obtained by varying the structure assigned to the set of
formulae in the derivation.4 Therefore, in order to verify whether a branch is closed
for a calculus one has to verify whether the information frame satisfies the con-
straints which characterise the calculus. For instance, the standard Lambek calculus
L does not permit any sort of structural manipulation of formulae apart from
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3 The symbols o and f denote value attribution and comments, respectively.
4 For instance, resource sensitive logics such as linear logic are frequently characterized in terms of
multisets to keep track of the use of formulae throughout the derivation.
associativity; NL does not even allow that; LP allows formulae to change places
in a string; LPE allows permutation and expansion; LPC allows permutation and
contraction; etc. The definition below sets the algebraic counterparts of these
properties.
Definition 5. An information frame is: (i) associative if x b ( y b z) C=(x b y) b z
and (x b y) b z C=x b ( y b z); (ii) commutative if x b y C= y b x; (iii) contractive if
x b x C=x; (iv) expansive if x C=x b x, for all x, y, z # P.
Checking for label closure will depend on the calculus being used and consists
basically of reducing information token expressions to a normal form, via properties
(5)(8), and then matching tokens andor variables that might have been intro-
duced by applications of the %-rule according to the properties or combination of
properties (Definition 5) that characterize the calculus considered. The example
below shows how linear expansion works in general: Let us prove that the string
NP v (NP"S)NP yields a type SNP in the Lambek calculus. So, the expression we
want to find a counter-model for is: (1) F NP v (NP"S)NP |&L SNP. Therefore,
the following has to be proved: (2) T NP v(NP"S)NP : m and (3) F SNP : m.
We proceed by breaking (2) and (3) down via :(iii) , obtaining: (4) T NP : a,
(5) T (NP"S)NP : mea, (6) T NP : b, and (7) F S : (m b b).
Now we start applying _-rules (annotated on the right-hand side of each line):
(8) T NP"S : (mea) b b 5, 6, _(i)
(9) T S : a b ((mea) b b) 4, 9, _(i) .
We have derived a potential inconsistency between (7) and (9). Turning our atten-
tion to the information tokens, we verify closure for L as follows:
a b ((mea) b b) C=(a b (mea)) b b by associativity
C=m b b by property (5).
It should be noticed that the algorithm in Definition 4 performs ‘‘brute force’’
_-expansioni.e., each _1 formula is combined with all _2’s in the tableau. Most
potential closures resulting from such combinations will be immediately ruled out
by the label checker.
Allowing unrestricted bidirectional application of _-rulessteps 6 and 8 of
Linear Expansionmight lead to nontermination. Consider, for example, the
infinite sequence of _-applications:
1. T AB : x
2. T BC : y
3. T CA : z
4. T A : w
5. T C : z b w, 3, 4, _(i)
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6. T B : y b (z b w) 2, 5, _(i)
7. T A : x b ( y b (z b w)) 1, 6, _(i) (9)
8. T C : z b . . . .z b w))) 3, 7, _(i)
...
A possible solution for this would be to allow only _1 slf ’s to search for _2 slf ’s and
not vice versa (i.e., delete lines 7 and 8 in Linear Expansion). This, however, would
potentially increase the number of times the branching rule would have to be
applied, thus increasing the number of variables to be introduced in the labeling
expressions. Since we want to minimize the number of % expansions (hence
variables), this strategy has been rejected. The solution that we propose is to set an
upper bound to the degree (number of connectives) of the labels admissible for _3
formulae based on the degree of the initial T. This restriction is implemented in
combine-_ (step 10 of Linear Expansion) which must filter out all _3 ’s whose labels
have degree greater than the degree of the initial tableau. For all noncontractive
frames no formula can have a label degree greater than the degree of the initial
tableaux and satisfy the label closure condition, since in noncontractive calculi
types cannot be reusedthis will be proved in Section 4. For contractive frames,
however, eventual labels of greater degree will be introduced as variables by
application of %-rules. The question now is how far can we get by means of Linear
Expansion alone? To answer this question, let us start by having a look at the
following %-free proofs:5
Proposition 1 (Reduction laws). Let X, Y, and Z be types and L an informa-
tion frame. The following properties hold:
XY vY |&X and
Y vY"X |&X for any L. (10)
XY vYZ |&XZ and
Z"Y vY"X |&Z"X L associative. (11)
X |&Y(X"Y ) and
X |&(YX )"Y for any L. (12)
(Z"X )Y |&Z"(XY ) and
Z"(XY ) |&(Z"X )Y ) L associative. (13)
XY |&(XZ)(YZ) and
Y"X |&(Z"Y )"(Z"X ) L associative. (14)
Proof. The proofs are obtained by straightforward application of Definitions 4
and 7. We illustrate the method by proving (10) and (11):
(10) To prove right application we start by assuming that it is verified by the
identity token 1. From this we have: (1) T XY vY : m and (2) F X : 1 b m=m.
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5 See also Appendix for a proof of (14), left division, generated by the system.
Then, we apply :(iii) to (1) to obtain (3) T XY : n and (4) T Y : men. The next
step is to combine (3) and (4) via _(iv) to get (5) T X : n b (men). Now we have a
potential closure caused by (5) and (2). If we apply property (5) to the label for (5)
we find that n b (men) C=m, which satisfies the closure condition thus closing the
tableau.
(11) Let us prove left composition. As we did above, we start with: (1) T
Z"Y vY"X : m and (2) F Z"X : 1 b m. Applying :(iii) to (1) we get (3) T Z"Y : a and
(4) T Y"X : mea. Now, we may apply :(i) to (2) and get (5) T Z : b and (6) F
X : b b m. Then, combining (3) and (5) via _(i) , (7) T Y : b b a. And finally (4) and
(7) through the same rule: (8) T X : (b b a) b (mea). The closure condition for (8)
and (6) is achieved as follows:
(b b a) b (mea) C=b b (a b (mea)) by associativity
C=b b m by (5) and b order-preserving.
The remaining proofs can be easily obtained by the same method. K
Properties (10)(14) correspond to Zienlonka’s axioms for L. If we add identity
and inference rules allowing for recursion of the unary type transitions, then we get
an axiomatization of the Lambek calculus. Even though L does not enjoy a finite
design (proved in [16]), the results above suggest that the calculus finds a natural
characterization in LLKE with associative information frames.6 In fact, Proposition
2 shows that, in L and NL, if associativity is treated at the level of types then the
algorithms in Definition 4 suffice to generate a complete set of fulfilled types from
any input set (Definition 6).
Proposition 2. All closed LLKE-trees for NL (L) derivable by the application of
the set of rules R=[:i , ..., :iii , _i , ..., _vi , %, (Assoc)] can be also derived from
R&[%].
Proof. The proof relies on the fact that the Gentzen formulation of the calculi,
(R), ..., (Lv), can be proved in LLKE by means of %-free derivations. Following
[4], we denote a substitution of noncritical atomic labels in T by T[xy] (i.e., T
with all occurrences of y replaced by x). Noncritical labels are those not introduced
by expansion rules. Noncritical substitutions preserve the structure and closure
status of the trees on which they apply. The (Id) axiom is trivial. In order to prove
(R) we suppose 2, A |&B and try to show 2 |&BA. By hypothesis the following
tree is closed:
1. T 2 : xZ$%
2. T A : x (15)
3. F B : $%
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6 The Division Rule (14) can be regarded as L’s characteristic theorem, since it is not derivable in
weaker calculi such as AB, NL, and F.
Notice that in (3.7) $% is taken to denote the b-concatenation of the labels assigned
to each formula in 2 _ [A]. The rationale behind the label for 2 is the following:
assuming that the label expression $% supports the sequent 2, A (we denote this by
$%<2, A) and that there is a token, say x, s.t. x<A, a label expression supporting
2, taking into account that A occurs to the right of 2, should contain as much
information as  [z | z b $% C=x], i.e., xZ$%. Now, we try to find a closed tree for
the formula in the consequent:
1. T 2 : #%
2. F BA : #%
(16)
3. T A : x 2, :i
4. F B : #% b x idem
Since (15)(16)[xZ$%#%] and (15) is closed (by hypothesis), so is (16), by the
substitution lemma. The other rules are proved analogously. K
The same result will not hold for LP and stronger calculi. The reason is that
_-rules (particularly instances (ii) and (iii) in Fig. 1) could require the labels to be
structurally modified before the rule is licensed. In addition, total elimination of
%-rules would cause the well-known problem of spurious ambiguity that appears in
sequent systems, i.e., different derivations for semantically equivalent proofs. An
example of derivation using the %-rule is the following: Prove that (A"A)"B |&L
(B"C)"C.
1. T (A"A)"B : a
2. F (B"C)"C : a
3. T B"C : b 2, :i
4. F C : a b b idem
5. F B : a 3, 4, _ii
...
Now we could apply a special case of _ii to (1) and (5), assuming that (5) F B : a
is actually (5) F B : 1 b a. We choose, however, to use the %-rule as follows:
e z
6. T (A"A) : x 1, % 9. F (A"A) : x 1, %
7. T B : a b x 1, 6, _i 10. T A : c 9, _i
8. T C : b b (a b c) 3, 7, _i 11. T A : x b c idem
_ _
Closure is thus achieved by replacing x with 1 in 7 and 11 in order to solve both
closure constraints, a b x C=a and x b c C=c, simultaneously. After performing linear
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expansion, if the tableau is still not closed, one needs to make sure that all of its
slf ’s have been suitably expanded. This is done by applying the %-rule to subfor-
mulae of slf ’s occurring in the tree. However, not all subformulae need to be intro-
duced in order to generate Hintikka sets. The definition below limits %-rules to
certain slf ’s while preserving completeness [5].
Definition 6. We say that an slf , # T is fulfilled iff:
(i) if s(,)=T and f (,) is of the form A"B, then there is some  # T s.t.
f ()=A and s()=T or f ()=B and s()=F, or
(ii) if s(,)=T and f (,) is of the form AB, then there is some  # T s.t.
f ()=A and s()=F or f ()=B and s()=T, or
(iii) if s(,)=F and f (,) is of the form A vB, then there is some  # T s.t.
s()=F and f ()=B or s()=F and f ()=A.
(provided l() is variable-free, i.e., l() # P* in all cases.)
We say that a branch is complete if it has been linearly expanded and all its for-
mulae of the kinds described in (i), (ii), and (iii) above are fulfilled. A tableau T
is complete if all its branches are complete.
Having set the limit up to which a tableau can be expanded we are now ready
to present the higher-level expansion algorithm (Definition 7). Notice that the
function select-subformula, on line 6, will search the subtree for a formula which is
nonfulfilled and return either of its subformulae.
Definition 7 (Algorithm: LKE-completion). The complete tableau expansion
for a LKE-tree T is given by the following procedure:
expansion(T)
1 do closure-flag o no
2 while c(completed(T) or closure-flag=yes)
3 do T o linear-expansion(T)
4 if closed(T)
5 then do closure-flag o yes
6 else do subf o select-subformula(T)
7 if subf fThere is at least one non-fulfilled subformula in T
8 then do subfT o assign-label-T(subf )
9 subfF o assign-label-F(subf )
10 T1 o append(T, [subfT])
11 T2 o append(T, [subfF])
12 if (expansion(T1)=yes and expansion(T2)=yes)
13 then do closure-flag o yes
14 else do closure-flag o no
15 else do closure-flag o no
16 return closure-flag
We end this section remarking that, although the search space for signed for-
mulae is finite, the search space for the labels is still infinite. The labels introduced
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via %-rules are in fact universally quantified variables which must be instantiated
during the label checking phase via unification. This represents no problem if we are
dealing with theorems, i.e., trees which actually close. However, for completed trees
with at least one open branch, the task might not terminate. In order to deal with this
problem and bind unification we restrict the domain of label (variable) substitutions
to the set of tokens occurring in the derivationsimilarly to the way parameter
instantiation is dealt with by liberalized quantification rules for first-order logic
tableaux. This is managed by the module responsible for checking label closure condi-
tions. If no %-rules are applied, then a ground rewrite system [6] suffices for the task.
This, however, is not the case in general and the mechanism effectively adopted in order
to get around the complexities of associative rewriting is described next.
4. SOLVING LABEL CONSTRAINTS
We have mentioned that it is important to keep the number of variables in the
labeling algebra under control in order to ensure manageable complexity and even
termination. The reason is that variables force us to employ associative unification
when checking closure conditions (the information ordering constraint in Definition
3) for the tableau, and it is well known that this has expensive worst cases. In
LLKE, the only rule to introduce variables is % and we have constrained this rule
to be applied only when all linear expansion possibilities have been exhausted. In
other proof methods, however, introduction of label variables cannot be tamed so
easily. If we label a Smullyan-style tableau according to the principles above, then
a variable must be introduced as soon as an slf of the form _1 is encountered. For
instance, a Smullyan ;-rule for expanding T AB : a would branch the tableau into
F B : x and T A : a b x, where x is a new variable. This remark also applies to other
proof systems with a large number of branching rules such as Gentzen-style deduc-
tion. Since in categorial grammar entailment the typical expression in the antece-
dent is composed by _1 slf ’s conjoined by the multiplication operator, the number
of variables to be introduced by branching rules in those systems is likely to equal
the sum of the degrees of the subformulae in the antecedent.
The strategy employed in solving label constraints plays a major part in com-
plexity and decidability issues for the system as a whole. If standard rewrite techni-
ques are used carelessly the prover becomes impractical (recall that AC-unification
is NP-complete and that many equational theories that might be derived from our
information frames are undecidable). Fortunately, there are restrictions obeyed by
the application (CG parsing) which simplify the labelchecking task and keep us
from having to use the full power of a rewrite system. The first restriction is syntac-
tic and has been pointed out in [16]: despite the general definition shown in Sec-
tion 1, syntactic types effectively used in the calculi covered by LLKE are better
characterized in terms of the following BNFs:
Type ::=(BasType) | (SlType) v(SlType)
SlType ::=(BasType) | (SlType)(SlType) (17)
| (SlType)"(SlType)
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Moreover, the expressions targeted by the parser can be constrained to be presen-
ted as clauses of the form: F Xa |&Xc : 1, where where Xc is a SlType. This restric-
tion guarantees that no e or Z appears on the right-hand side of satisfiable label
constraints in %-free derivations, as can be readily verified by inspection of Table 1.
The following devices use these facts in order to process label constraints prior to
matching and unification at relatively low computational cost.
Definition 8. We define the degree of types and label expressions (labelexp),
dg : C _ L  N as follows:
0 if : is an atomic type or token
dg(:)={d(;)+d(#)+1 if : is of the form ; C #, whereC # [, ", v, b , e, Z].
The degree of cancellation of labelexps, dc : L  N, is defined as follows:
dc(:)={
0 if : is an atomic type
d(;)+d(#)&1 if : is of the form ; C #, where
C # [, ", e, Z]
d(;)+d(#)+1 if : is of the form ; C #, and
C # v, b]
d(;) if : is of the form ; C 1 or 1 C ;, and
C # # [, ", e, Z]
Now, among other things we want to formalize our claim, stated in Section 3,
that restricting _-rules to generate slf ’s whose labels have degree no greater than a
certain upper-bound does not restrict the class of theorems that can be proved via
linear expansion. In order to do this we first prove the following:
Lemma 1 (Cancellation test). The following restrictions hold for any satisfiable
label constraint X C=Y, where X and Y are ground terms: (i) dc(X )=dc(Y ), for all non-
expansive, noncontractive calculi; (ii) dc(X )dc(Y ), for all noncontractive calculi.
Proof. By induction, considering that property (5), associativity, and com-
mutativity preserve (i), and expansion preserves restriction (ii). K
This fact has been used in our implementation to decide most label closure tests
straightforwardly: in many cases it suffices to test the label formula with respect to
degree restrictions instead of applying potentially wasteful rewrites. Our degree of
cancellation lemma is related to van Benthem’s count invariance property [3]. He
defines a count function which compares two types, returning zero if the two are
identical primitive types, one if they are different basic types, and incrementing or
decrementing a counter depending on whether the types are multiplications or divi-
sions, respectively. Count invariance then says that for (the Gentzen formulation
of) L, LP and their nonassociative counterparts, all counts of primitive types in the
sequent with respect to the antecedent formula must equal the corresponding
counts with respect to the consequent. Testing for count invariance has been used
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in generate-and-test implementations of sequents for categorial [12] grammars as
a way to evaluate the search space of some nodes before actually exploring it. The
test could also be used in LLKE as follows:
Definition 9 (Count).
{
ct(X, X ) =1 if X is an atomic token.
ct(X, Y ) =0 if X, Y are atomic tokens and X{Y.
ct(X, YeZ) =ct(X, Y )&ct(X, Z)
ct(X, ZZY )=ct(X,Y )&ct(X,Z)
ct(X, Y b Z) =ct(X, Y )+ct(X, Z)
Proposition 3 (Count invariance). For all labelexps X, Y of noncontractive
frames and all atomic subtokens, X1 , ..., Xn , of X, if X C=Y then ct(Xi , X )
ct(Xi , Y ), i=1, ..., n.
However, since there is typically a large number of closure tests to be performed
and since the count invariance algorithm is O(n2) on the degree of the input for-
mula while the cancellation test is O(n), we have chosen to implement the latter.
Proposition 4 states that we do not miss out on any theorem of noncontractive
calculi by setting the sum of the degrees of antecedent and consequent of the
formula that we want to prove as the upper bound for the size of the labelexps
introduced via linear expansion.
Proposition 4. For all noncontractive calculi, if the linear expansion of an initial
formula F Xa |&Xc : 1, where Xc is a SlType (see (17)), results in a closed tableau T
with closure pair (:, ;), where s(:)=T and s(;)=F, then max(dg(l(:)), dg(l(;)))
does not exceed max(dg(Xa), dg(Xc)).
Proof. First, show that there is no  in T s.t. max(dg(Xa), dg(Xc))<dg().
This is done by induction on :- and _-rules (see Fig. 1), noticing that
dg( f (:2))=dg( f (:3))<dg( f (:1)), for :i , ..., : iii . (18)
and likewise,
dg( f (_3))<dg( f (_1)), for _i , ..., _vi . (19)
Now, looking at rules :i , ..., :iii , _ i , ..., _vi we see that the degree of the labels to be
introduced never exceeds the degree of the formula(e) on which any of these rules
is applied. Furthermore, :i , ..., :iii are the only rules to introduce new information
tokens. The above plus Lemma 1 complete the proof. K
Having described the preprocessing of label constraints, we move on to present
unified matching and unification strategies for NL, ..., LPCE. The basic idea is to
treat structural properties of information frames in two phases: (a) handling of
associativity by encoding labelexps into special data structures, and (b) progressive
reduction and checking (matching and unification) of these structures according to
the properties allowed: permutation, contraction, and expansion. In phase (a),
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labelexps are converted into what we call canconsts. Each canconst is com-
posed of pairs of substructures called +struct and &struct, each of which is
built as lists of stacks so as to keep track of the relative positions of multiplicative
tokensthose connected by bwith respect to division substrings (or subtrees)
within labelexps. The way the resulting structures are interpreted by the label
checking algorithm depends on the target calculus: they are treated as lists for NL
and L and as multisets for commutative, expansive, andor contractive calculi. In
(20) we see an example of labelexp and its corresponding canconst in an
associative logic. The labelexp is treated as a string: order-relevant information is
preserved but the original tree structure is lost.
canconst
(a b (b b (ceb)) b ((d b e)ed )) O \
b d
a
+struct+\
b d
c e
&struct+
Once canconsts are generated, the second phase involving matching and
(possibly) unification starts. The structures resulting from labelexps on the right-
and left-hand sides of the constraints are progressively reduced until they either
unify or fail to, at a point where no further reductions are possible. canconst
reduction in L consists simply of popping elements from the i th stack in +struct
if they match (or unify with) elements of the i th stack in &struct, for all stacks
in +struct. For example, (20) gets reduced to (21).
\ ga g.+struct+\ g
c ge
&struct+
Dealing with nonassociative calculi differs mainly on the canconst building pro-
cedure. The other structural rules are dealt with at reduction time. Commutative
logics are treated by allowing elements extracted from +struct to search through
&struct for their matches andor unifiers; contractive frames allow deletion of
repeated occurrences if necessary and expansive ones use marking of tokens instead
of deletion. The use of canconsts also seems to provide a fairly general and
straightforward way of treating structural modalities: in a system based on L
enriched with a permutative modality, for example, tokens introduced by types
marked by permutative operators would be free to move within +structs and
&structs while the remaining tokens would obey the constraints described above.
5. COMPARISONS: LLKE, SEQUENT CALCULI, AND PROOF NETS
Systems of CG parsing based on cut-free Gentzen sequents implemented via
backward chaining mechanisms [12] present several problems. Apart from the fact
that they lack generality, since implementing more powerful calculi would involve
modifying the code in order to accommodate new structural rules, this approach
presents various sources of inefficiency such as: the generate-and-test strategy
employed to cope with associativity, nondeterminism in the branching rules, and
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ambiguity induced by the fact that different sequences of rules might produce essen-
tially the same proof (the aforementioned problem of spurious ambiguity). The
impact of the latter over efficiency can be treated via proof normalization. However,
nondeterminism due to splitting in the proof structure still remains, though it can
be mitigated (in L only) by testing branches for count invariance [12]. As we tackle
stronger logics and incorporate structural modalities such problems tend to get
even harder.
In [13], labeling is employed in an attempt to deal uniformly with multiple
calculi. The theorem prover is based on proof nets, which eliminates structural
ambiguity, and the characterization of different calculi is done via labeling. Much
of the complexity is transferred to the label unification procedures.
Normally, in proof nets the proof structure is encoded into graphs, so the coun-
terparts of our closure conditions are connections between leaves generated by the
unfolding operations. In [14] it is claimed that this technique does not suffice for
generalized categorial deduction because it does not cope with non-associative
calculi and modalities. A strategy for compiling labels into higher-order logic
programming clauses is also presented in [14] for NL and L. Although this approach
improves on previous ones, it still exhibits the problem discussed above: each unfolding
rule for formulae of the form _1 introduces a new label variable increasing the
complexity of the label checker. A comprehensive solution to the problem of
binding label unification in labeled proof nets has not been presented yet.
In our approach, the burden of parsing is not so concentrated in label unification
but is more evenly divided between the theorem prover and the algebraic checker.
This is mainly due to the fact that the system allows for a controlled degree of non-
determinism, in the _-rules, which enables us to reduce the introduction of variables
in the labeling expressions to a minimum. Besides, the algorithms presented above
could receive some refinements: (i) _-rules would not be applied extensively for
each slf selected, but instead the tableau would be linearly expanded and the
choices made when _-rules are applied would be kept in a stack; (ii) once this first
step was finished, if the tableau was still open, then backtrack would be performed
until either the choices left were exhausted or closure achieved; (iii) only then
would the %-rule be applied. Controlling composition via bounded backtrack opens
the possibility of implementing heuristics reflecting linguistic and contextual
knowledge. Examples: type reuse could be blocked at the level of the formulae,
reducing the computational cost of searches for label closure (since most of the
calculi in the family covered by the system are resource sensitive); priority could be
given to juxtaposed strings for _-rule application; psycholinguistic evidence of how
humans parse sentences incrementally could be more easily incorporated, etc.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
We have described a framework for the study of categorial logics with different
degrees of expressivity on a uniform basis, providing a tool for testing the adequacy
of different CGs to a variety of linguistic phenomena. From a practical point of
view, we have investigated the effectiveness and generality issues of a parsing
strategy for CG opening an avenue for future developments.
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The system is friendly to strategies aimed at reducing label complexity and seems to
provide a better balance between syntactic and label-checking mechanisms. Labeled
tableaux and sequents are bound to introduce as many variables as the number of ;-sub-
formulae. Likewise, the unfolding rules in [14] imply variable introduction. The better
balance achieved in LLKE is mainly due to the flexibility of the _-rules, a characteristic
that supports heuristics implementing linguistic knowledge.
Moreover, we have indicated strategies for improving on efficiency and for dealing
with more expressive languages including structural modalities. Problems for further
investigation might also include: the treatment of polymorphic types (possibly by rules
for dealing with quantification analogous to Smullyan’s $- and #-rules [7, 15]), and the
generalization of LLKE to cover the information networks described in [2].
LLKE has been implemented on CMU Common Lisp and will be made
available upon request.
APPENDIX
Proving Left Division (Main Functor) in L
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